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Plan Music Series
Bring 'Bicycle Thief
To Bates As 'Second'
Movie In CA Series
In its second attempt to bring
good movies to campus, the CA
Films committee is showing "The
Bicycle Thief." an Italian film with
English sub-titles, in Chase Hall a)
8:15 p. m. Saturday.
This movie has received various
film awards throughout the world,
including a special Academy Award
in this country. Tickets are on sale
in the dorms for 50 cents.
The story is of a man whose joh
is pasting movie posters on tl'3
walls of Rome. Someone steals the
bicycle necessary for the work. The
man and his young son comb a city
Former first lady holds center of attention in the anteroom of the overrun with bicycles for the one
armory. Left to right, Jack Leonard, Peter Knapp, Mrs. Roosevelt, which means steady work, a living
(Continued on page two)
friend, Gilbert Grimes
PHOTO BY BRYANT

Mrs. Roosevelt Offers Press
Worldwide, Domestic News
to educate all its children. Because of her large population, it is
a great task for India. Public education there is not the same as it
is here. India inherited Classical
education from Great Britain. But
mi.re than Classical education, she
heeds engineers, doctors, scientists.
With its recent completion, the
Mrs.
Roosevelt,
speaking
in India is trying to establish schools new rehearsal room in I'cttigrew
answer to a question concerning to teach these things now in her Hall for the hand, Choral society
the American women in public universities."
and choir was used for the first
life, said the average housewife Peace in the Family
time last week.
docs not have to move outside her
Have you any political interests,
Having a Mating capacity of
neighborhood to be of service. "In Mrs. Roosevelt, and are you doing
our own lives we are painting the anything for the Democratic party 165, the room was designed with
non-parallel walls to create resopicture of democracy. This is the now?
nance and eliminate vibration and
way to fight Communism."
"I have a great interest in Mr. echo. The floor is arranged in a
Poise and Humor
Stevenson and a great interest in series of tiers to facilitate seating
Seated at the round table with the Democratic party. I don't do arrangements for rehearsals.
Mrs. Roosevelt were newspaper- any regular work for the party,
Also in the room with natural
men from throughout the state. however. I have a son in politics
color walls and woodwork and
The former first lady of the — don't you think that's enough?
pale green tile floor, are storage
United States engagingly answered Particularly when he's a Republiclosets for musical equipment. A
questions concerning international can. I have to keep peace in the
new piano matches the natuialand domestic problems with great
(Continued on page three)
color walls. The new audio equippoise and a ready sense of humor.
ment will be permanently installed
As photographers' flash bulbs
in the room when the loudspeaker
flickered about the room, Mrs.
is delivered and a cabinet made.
Roosevelt told the secret of her
A small dedication ceremony is
great energy and vitality. "I'm t
The Good Citizenship Award, tentatively planned for next spring
<|uite well-organized person and
piovided by Massachusetts State on the return of President Phil
I'm a very healthy person — that's
Treasurer Foster Furcolo. will be lips. However, plans are not defiall. I also come from a good fampresented by Dean Harry W. Rov\e nite yet.
ily," she added with a smile, then
in the Chapel Nov. 23. This awatd
A bronze plaque will be erected
added, "as you grow older, you get
is to be an annual one, given to the in memory of Anne Macombcr
tough."
group or individual who has done Gannett, late wife of Guy P.
Reveals Views on Problems
the most during the past collcjrc Gannett, a member of the board
Her
views on
contemporary year to promote the cause of good of trustees. Mrs. Gannett, an honproblems were revealed as she citizenship at Bates.
orary alumna of the college, was
answered the following questions:
The Bates Political Union has extremely active in the musical
How about education in India, announced that its fall open meeting world, aiding young musicians in
Mrs. Roosevelt, since you are here will be held in Pettigrew lecture beginning their careers. She was
to address the Maine Teachers' hall, Nov. 13, at 4:15 p. m. The also a former president of the
Association?
Citizenship
Laboratory
is
co- American Federation of Music
clubs.
"India for the first time is trying sponsor of the event.
By Nancy Cole and Pete
"We paint the picture of
racy for the entire world,
way we live it," Mrs.
Roosevelt told members
press and radio at a press
ence Thursday afternoon
Chase Hall lounge.

Knapp
democin the
Eleanor
of the
conferin the

New Rehearsal
Room Opens For
'No-Echo' Music

G. C. Chase Lecture Fund
To Sponsor Cass, Terry
By Lois Johnson

Bates Will Tape
For L-P Record

Baritone Lee Cass, who will
alto sing solo recitatives and airs
in the Choral society's presentation of the •Messiah" Dec. '13,
and Gilbert and Sullivan interpreter Warren Lee Terry will bead
the George Colby Chase Lecture
-cries this year.

A ten-inch long-playing record of
' ■. ( g songs anil miscellaneous numbers is lo be made this year by the
Bates musical organizations in conjunction with the Alumni office for
Cass will follow his Sunday
sale through the book store. Prof
night performance in the "Mes
D. Robert Smith, director of music,
siah" with a recital Dec. 14 in the
has revealed.
Chapel as the first of three pro
Unlike previous years when a grams to be offered in the series.
Camden. N. Y., recording company "Gilbert and Sullivan m Song
did the tape recordings which were and Story" will be presented by
later processed into records by RCA Terry
Wednesday.
March
24,
Victor, the music department wiil billed as the only interpreter of
be able to decrease costs and incon- Gilbert and Sullivan operettas on
venience since it will have its own the American platform today.
tape recorder. Previously, it was
necessary to do the recordings all Founder of Series Unknown
An anonymous gift of $5,000
at once and in places not especially
suitable to* recording purposes. donated in 1906 will provide for
Since the department now has 1,'ie this lecture and concert series,
acoustically-designed Gannett re- the George Colby Chase Lecture
hearsal room, the tapes may he I Fund was the name designated by
made at any time during rehearsals. the unknown friend of the college
Also, portions of the tapes made at who made this bequest 47 years
one rehearsal may hi' spliced into ago. The terms of the gift proother performances for a nearer vide a fund of $200 annually, to
perfect record.
which the Christian ssociation has
added another S20() to sponsor the
Suggestions Sought
series on campus.
( )ne -ide of the new record wiil
Fouf faculty members, appointc nitain traditional Bates songs, ProPresident
Phillips, and
fessor Smith stated. Music for the ed by
other side has not heen decided up- three students form the commiton and Professor Smith is seeking tee which s.-lcots artists and lecturers.
Members this year are
suggestions.
Professor Smith's music groups I'M-. Douglas E. Leach, chairman,
have made recordings twice before. Prof. D. Robert Smith, Dr. Lesin May, 1951, the band and Choral lie S. Forster, and Miss Marie
Peter
Knapp.
senior
society recordeil on 78 r.p.m discs Giuriceo.
ciass
president;
Leverett
Campthe album. "Songs of Bates College." The Monsanto radio broad- bell, junior class president; and
cast in March. 1952, was made into Margaret Sharpe, CA repre&enta(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page eight)

Pettigrew Rehearsal Room
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Mrs. FDR Upholds UN Peace Role
"Bicycle Thief"
(Continued from page one)
for his family, and preservation of
his own self-respect.
De Sica's Italian Realism
From this simple plot, Director
Vittorio de Sica has made what has
been called one of the most effective movies of many years. A member of the Italian realist school that
makes its rilms in the streets, de
Sica picks his actors from the
streets as well. The father is played
by a metalworker, Lamberto Maggioraui, whose worn face seemed
appropriate for the man lost in the
bewilderment of a world too complicated for him.
'•Tight Little Island," scheduled
to run earlier in the year, was cancelled at the last minute due to
technical difficulties, namely an mi
iutelligble sound track. Communications with the distributing company have assured the committee
that such a problem will not connup again.

Overflow Crowd Bulges Armory As
Former UN Delegate Raps Commies
By Nancy Cole
"I hope for us courage, vision, and understanding, and in the end the reward of carrying on
to our children the responsibility and possibility of living in a free world with the peaceful opportunity it may give them." With these words, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, former delegate to the
United Nations and wife of the late president, closed

her ten-hour visit

Stu-G Will Install
Frosh Sunday Night
At the weekly meeting of the
Women's
Student
Government
Board, plans were made for Freshman Inspiration, headed by Ruth
Haskins and scheduled for Nov. 8
Installation will be held in the
Chapel, and will begin at 7 p. in As
the freshman women are introduced
to the Student Government Board
and march to the platform, two bj
two, to pledge themselves to follow the honor system, Professor
Robert Smith will play Bate-,
songs. It lias been decided, since
attendance by upperchus women
has been poor in the past, that "big
sisters" of the freshman women
should be invited at.d urged to
come.

In addition to the 4700 persons
seated at the Lewiston Armory
Thursday night, another 1500 arrived to find standing room only.
Hundreds
more
were
turned
away from Mrs. Roosevelt's address on the United Nations and
current affairs.

She praised the international
agencies
working
within
the
framework of the UN designed to
do the long term job of proving it
possible for nations to work as
teams for world betterment. These
Not Communist Sympathizer
jnpublicized
agencies,
such
as
In response to an editorial pub- UNESCO and the Food and Aglished in a
Maine
newspaper riculture Commission, are doing
Thursday stating she sympathized remarkable jobs.
with communism, Mrs. Roosevelt
"Americans do not appreciate
replied, "No one who has watched the work of these agencies bethe Soviet delegates to the UN at cause we have so much and are
work sympathizes with commun- so fortunate that we've never had
ism."
to call upon them for aid."

Garnet Solicits
Varied Material
For Dec. Issue

Dorms Represented
On New CA Board

Chapel Schedule

Ritz Theatre

Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 4, 5
"RUBY GENTRY"
Charlton Heston - Jennifer Jones
"ROADHOUSE"
Richard Widmark - Ida Lupino
Fri., Sat.
Nov. 6, 7
courts, 4 p.m.
"HOUDINI" - Technicolor
'STOP, YOU'RE KILLING ME'
Rand field, 4 p.m. Broderick Crawford - Claire Trevor
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Nov. 8, 9, 10
courts, 4 p.m.
"SABRE JET"
Coleen Gray - Robert Stack
"THE PAKE"
Rand field, 4 pjn
Dennis O'Keefe - Coleen Gray

Thursday
Field hockey,
Monday
Tennis, Rand
Tuesday
Field hockey,

"I dislike communism as developed under Lenin and Stalin, but
t'm not afraid of it because I
don't think our people's devotion
to their republic would let them
fall lor any promises of communistic propaganda, if they under
stand it." Understanding of communism drives out fear.

Mrs. Roosevelt upheld the UN
as an instrument to help solve
world problems. Dissolving the
UN would accomplish nothing,
she said, as the problems themselves would still exist.

Calendar

WAA Schedule

as guest

speaker for the Maine Teachers Association.

The committee, organized last
spring through the interest of Dr.
Leslie S. Forster, is part of tne
CA Social Commission, directed by
Diane West. Members of the committee include Chairman Kenneth
After installation, Stu-G elections
Codk,
Donajd
Miller;,
Joanne
A great deal of our difficulty in
for freshman women will be held.
Waldo, and Ruth Haskins.
Dorm representatives to House explaining our intense opposition*
Council and a representative to Stu- to communism through Asia to
the Asiatics themselves comes, she
dent Government will be chosen.
said, from the fact these people
confuse Marxism and Stalinism.
Tonight
They looked upon the Marxian
CA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45
theory as an ideal to be wished
p.m.
for, hoped for, but never reached."
Tomorrow
"Karl Marx wrote against the
Faculty
round
table,
Chase
evils of the Industrial Revolution
Hall, 8-10 p.m.
In preparation for its first issue in England. Since that time, we
Friday
of
the year, scheduled to appear be- have conquered those with demoSampsonville Wives club bake
sale, Chase Hall basement, 3- fore Christmas vacation, the Gar- cratic methods. Therefore, Marxnet board is making an all-out drive ism is no longer applicable to
4:30 p.m.
for student writing. At its policy world conditions."
Saturday
Chase
Hall dance, 7:30-11:30 meeting on Oct. 16, the board emphasized that a variety of material
p.m.
CA
Movie,
"Bicycle
Thief", is desired: short stories, articles of
special interest, poetry, humor, and
Chase Hall, 8-10 p.m.
illustrations. The one standard reSunday
A new board, called the LargT
quired will be that of quality.
Cabinet, has been recently created
Stu-C installation, Chapel, 7-8
Humor will have its place in this in the Christian Association, to
p.m.
year's
Garnet and cartoonists are serve as a co-ordinating medium
Thorncrag open house, 2:30-5
asked to submit samples of their between the, student body and the
p.m.
work. Would-be poster artists are CA.
Monday
asked to bring out their ideas for a
American Association of UniThe Cabinet, which will meet
Garnet cover design, originality beversity
Professors,
Chase
once
a month, is composed of :»
ing the key-note.
Hall lounge, 7:30-10:30 p.m'.
representative from each dorm, the
The board places emphasis on
Tuesday
chairmen of the permanent comthe fact that it is not necessary to
mittees of the C.A., and the officers
Club night.
be an English major to submit ma— President Luther Durgin, ViceWednesday, Nov. 11
terial to the Garnet. A general stuCA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45 dent magazine, it needs the support President King Hempel, and Secretary Esther Ham. Although the
p.m.
of anyone who would like to see
Cabii.et has no law-making pov-cr,
his work published. Freshman are
since its members have no vote,
particularly urged to show their
the main purpose of its meetings
ability by submitting their materwill be to bring ideas, suggestions,
ial. A few positions on the Board
criticisms, and opinions of the stuFriday
are open to underclassmen who
dent directly into the organization.
The Rev. Ellis J. Holt, pastor show special interest.
of the Court Street United
The deadline for submitting ma- son or through the mailboxes to
Baptist church, Auburn.
terial has been set for November Richard Weber, Jill Durland, PaMonday
20. Contributions should be turned tricia Francis, Anne Sabo, or Peter
Prof. Arthur M. Freedman.
in before that date, either in per- Hutchinson.
Wednesday, Nov. 11
To be announced.

Today
Tennis, Rand

to Lewiston

Community Theatre

Hunger Damages Peace

Crowley Speaks
At Round Table
First Meeting
Dr. Mark Crowley will discuss
"Unnatural History" at the first
meeting of the Bates Round Tabie
tomorrow.

The

1953-1954

season

will open with a turkey dinner at
the

United

Baptist

church

at

6:30 p. in.
"The Faculty Round Table began
about fifty years ago with faculty
members and wives and the local
trustees and their wives participating. The group organized at the
home of Addison M. Small a trustee and the treasurer of Bates College at that time. A member gave a
paper at the bi-weekly meetings
which would be discussed by the
entire group in round-table fashion
At present the group is too large
to meet in private homes and does
less discussing of the few questions
asked of the speaker. Trustees, fac
ulty members, and the staff attend
the meetings.
On the cover of the program for
this year's season is a picture-of the
gavel block photographed by Di
Karl Woodcock. The block was presented to the group by Dr. Alfred
Williams Anthony, one of the
founders. It is a beautiful piece of
carving patterned after King Arthur's Round Table.

"There
are
throughout
this
world vast numbers of children
who live in areas where no one
has had enough to eat for generations." This, she went on, is
Dr. Woodcock is chairman totremendously important to us be- morrow night and Mr. and Mrs.
cause hungry
people are
not Norman Ross, Dr. and Mrs. Anpeaceful people.
ders M. Myhrnian. Mr. and Mrs.
"Peace will not drop
from Milford S. Lougheed. and Miss Ann
heaven like a cloud simply be- E. Chesebro are the dinner commit(Continued on page eight)
tee and hosts.

Wright, Gamble Leave Sunday
On Extended Bates Club Trip
The first extended Bates club trip club. Now regional clubs have been
of the 1953-54 season will be taker formed in each of these areas.
by Alumni Secretary George
Gamble, Jr., and Dr. Edwin

Id". Finale in Providence
M.
Wednesday night, Dr. Wright
Wright starting next Sunday.
and Gamble will address a group of
First on the schedule is a trip B;,tis people at the Community
to Watcrbury, Conn., for an after- church in Levittown, L. I. The finoon meeting with the Naugatuck nale of the journey will take place
Valley Bates club. Monday night in Providence where the Rhode Isan inaugural meeting of the We»t- land Bates club will meet for its
Chester County Bates club — the first major gathering of the fall
first to be organized in the West- season.
chester County area — will be hell
at Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, N. Y. In the past, Bates graduates living in New Jersey, Long
Island, Westchester County and
New York City were all members
of the Greater New York Bates

STRAND
THEATRE
Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 4, 5
"SIOUX UPRISING"
Jeff Chandler
"BLUEPRINT FOR MURDER"
Joseph Cotton - Jean Peters

Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 4, 5 Fri., Sat.
Nov. 6, 7
"Something For The Birds"
"MALTESE FALCON"
Victor Mature - Patricia Neal
Humphrey Bogart
"Run For The Hills"
Sidney Greenstreet
Sonny Tufts
"FORT VENGEANCE"
Fri., Sat.
Nov. 6, 7
James Craig
"Beast From 20,000 Fathoms"
"Savage Mutiny" - Weismuller Sun., Mon., Tues.
Nov. 8, 9, 10
"Nature's Half Acre" - Color
"BLOWING WILD"
Gary Cooper
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Nov. 8, 9, 10
Barbara Stanwyck
"Moulin Rouge"
Jose Ferrer - Zsa Zsa Gabar
"VICE SQUAD"
"Hoaxtets"
Edward G. Robinson

Alumni Secretary Gamble has
made arrangements for meetings
with all other eastern Bates clubs
for the coming year. He will travel
as far south as Washington, D. C,
as far west as Buffalo, N. Y., and
as far north as Caribou, Me.

EMPIRE
THEATRE
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 4-5-6-7

"All The Brothers
Were Valiant"
Robert Taylor - Ann Blyth
Stewart Granger
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
Nov. 8-9-10

"The Torch Song"
Joan Crawford

HI
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Frosh Make Clean Sweep

Mrs, Roosevelt Offers Opinions On
Worldwide And Domestic Problems
(Continued from page one}
How should we face the probfamily. I'm primarily working for lems of the world?
the United Nations."
"By dispensing of spiritual life,
Do you think we should outlaw accepting our leadership in the
the Communist party in America? world, and helping the rest of the
world meet their problems."
"If we accept the fact that every
Mrs. Roosevelt declined to judge
member of the Communist party
... has agreed to upset our gov- the efficacy of the Eisenhower adernment by force, then we should ministration in handling its proboutlaw it. Many states have al- lems since she was formerly affilready done so. But there are iated with the Democratic party
other members of the party who and thus wouldn't be as well acwith
the
behind-thehold to the theory of Communism quainted
as a way of life. They do not want scenes problems the Republicans
now face. "I'll just wait and see,"
to overthrow the government."
she remarked.
Do you feel that President
Would you comment on India's
Eisenhower's
recent idea
that
Madame
Pandit, Mrs. Roosevelt,
every young person in the United
States should have two years of and would you like to see more
women recognized in world afcollege is practical?
fairs?
"UNESCO thinks higher educa"I always like to see women rection should be available to all. We
ognized — but not unless they arc
are the only country in the world
capable of doing their jobs. I'm
that could attempt such a proextremely glad Madame Pandit is
gram, of course. Nowadays, any
the first woman delegate to the
boy or girl possessing the capabiliUnited Nations — she is a very
ty and desire for college and gradcapable woman."
uate work who is willing to study,
should be able to obtain this edu- To Prevent Atrocities
cation, regardless of his or her
What do you think we could do
ability
to
pay . . . But
many to prevent atrocities like those
young people do not have the committed by the Reds in Korea
ability or the desire to go to col- on our soldiers?
lege. These persons should be al"These are the methods the
lowed to continue whatever work Reds would use on their own peothey want."
ple. . . . We
should
bring the

the present scheduled talks
result in Korean peace?

will

"The most these talks can lead
to is a temporary peace. A lasting one will not be possible until
the entire problem of Asia is
solved.
Communism
in
Malaya
and Indo-China has a direct bearing on the Korean problem."
In your opinion, what can be
accomplished by a meeting of the
Big Three?
"Aside from specific solutions to
minor problems, it would aid in a
crystallization of world opinion."
What do you think would be
the outcome of a war with Russia?
"I think it would be the end of
civilization.-'
Russia in the U. N.

What is the importance of
keeping Russia in the U. N.?
"In
almost
every
question
brought to a vote, it is their bloc
of five votes against the rest of
the world. This shows them the
world is not ready for communism, and is the main deterrent in
keeping them from attempting all
out expansion."
Do you think Russian policy
has changed since the death of
Stalin?
"I asked this same question of
Marshal Tito the last time we
spoke, and he told me it has not.
Russians are still bent on the ulWhat do you think is the biggest world to them to show how the
timate goal of Stalinist world
problem the world now faces?
rest of the world feels about it." communism. May I say, howevei,
"War!"
Mrs. Koosevelt, do you think that the Russian delegation to the
U. N. held its first press conference recently although they said
very little. The means may possibly change somewhat, but the ultimate end remains the same."

Here's your chance to
help pick the only

Hathorn steps never had it so clean as haze day sees Millikm
freshmen hard at work.
rate barometer
election results?

of

the

PHOTO BY

national

"ft would he very difficult for
me to believe the old slogan, 'As
Maine goes so goes the nation', for
Maine never went for my husband."

BRYANT

Learned, Sharaf
Named To West
Point Discussion

Daniel
Learned
and
Robert
Other comments made by Mrs. Sharaf have been chosen to attend
the Fifth National Student ConferRoosevelt were:
ence on United States Affairs at the
On Asia: "We are fighting foi
West Point Military Academy, Dec
time in the Asiatic countries of
2-5. The conference will feature
the world."
speakers of national importance in
On the Near East: "Israel the field of national defense. When
now has more understanding of Bates debaters Alan Hakes and
Democracy.
Our
traditional Richard Nair attended the West
friends, the Arabs, feel we have Point meetings two and three years
deserted them. The reason is that ago, they were chosen to give conIsrael has had so much financial cluding, summarizing addresses at
help from the Jewish people and the final sessions.
others in this country that the
Trials to determine participants in
Arabs feel they are being slighted. the Freshman Prize debate were
The problem is that of feeling held last Monday. There were
As Maine Never Went . . .
growing up in the Near East, twelve freshmen debating the subDo you think Maine is an accu- rather than thinking."
ject of the advisability of direct
Mrs. Roosevelt noted that she election of the President of the
is now undertaking unofficial work United States. Upperclass debaters
for the U. N. — organizing Unit- Dawn Mausert, John Houhoulis,
ed Nations groups in this country Marvin Kushner, and Robert Gidez
LE WISTO N
for the American Association for served as assistants and coaches.
the U. N.
Tryouts for the Bates Oratorical
Contest have been announced lor
Tuesday, Nov. 24, when eightminute original orations will be
judged. The actual contest will be
held Dec. 1. with prizes of $40, $-"5,
and $15 to be awarded to winning
participants.
Planned to help you with
These tryouts arc open to all
"If
Men
Played
Cards As
your Christmas Knitting
Women Do", was presented at the Bates students and any further inRobinson Players monthly meeting formation desired can be obtained
last night.
This short, one-act from Prof. Brooks Quimby or memplay was directed and produced bers of the speech department.

PECKS

SALE
of
KNITTING
YARNS

For Details
LISTEN
TO

HARRY
WISMER'S
"SPORTS
TEN"
program
on
your Mutual
Radio Station

i

The 1953 All-College AllAmerica Football Team is
sponsored by

PHILIP MORRIS
and brought to you by

HARRY
WISMER
It is the only All-America
picked by the fansl.

Regularly $1.29

by Peter Packard, and starred a

cast of freshmen. It is a satire on
a group of men getting together to
play cards. According to Constance
Flower, vice-president of the Rob
inson Players, it was "an extremely funny 'take-off' -' on women's
card games.
The play was preceded by a bus
iness meeting in the Little Theatre
at 7 I', m. At this meeting there
was some discussion about "Dial
M for Murder". Plans were also
Lewiston discussed concerning the forthcoming Christmas play.

Big 4 oz. skeins - moth proof,
virgin wool

Bear Brand
Sweater and
Hosiery Yarn - 75c
Reg. 89c
Pure wool, magic skein, no
winding or balling

Nylon Yarn
2 for $1

83 Lisbon St.

Reg. 65c each

wcou
9:05 P. M.
Mon. - Fri.

Bernat Knitting
Worsted .. $1.10

Satire On Women's
Card Games Sparks
Rob Players Meeting

Bear
Get your ballots
at your dealer's now!

PHILIP MORRIS
KING SIZE or REGULAR . . . America's Finest Cigarette

Brand and Bernat's,
non-shrink

Sock Kits - $1.65
Regularly $1.98
Nylon yarn to make pair of
men's argyle socks up to
size 12
Many other yarn values
FOURTH FLOOR

Tydol

Veedol

Heating Oils

Federal Tires

J IMMY'S
On Route 100, Auburn, Maine
BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

Jimmy's Diner
For Fine Foods — On Route 100 • Auburn, Maine
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSES STOP

*>FOUR
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Editorials
Education -- The Yale Plan II
As outlined in the last issue of the STUDENT, the revolutionary recommendations made recently by Yale University's President's Committee on General Education, seem to be an eclectic
system. While the final set-up is quite new to American higher
education, its constituents include old ideas from both Continental
and U. S. plans — the American informal seminar, the British tutorial system with its personal conferences, progress reports and
individual counseling; and the European system of greater academic responsibility for the student, use of outstanding lecturers and
the final comprehensive examination.
Prexy Comments
Commenting on the recommended plan. President Phillips recently noted that under the English system, preparatory school
standards are higher than in the U. S. and consequently only the
better students enter the universities. Another factor keeping the
mortality rate at a minimum in the British colleges is the "gentleman's C."
Yale's proposal, Prexy continued, "is the kind of program which
puts tremendous responsibility upon the student — the student
could drift along for months without knowing where he was." The
final comprehensive exam would tell the whole story — whether
the student would continue working toward his degree or be
dropped from the college.
This kind of plan "works best with top students, but the rankand-file would have some difficulty adjusting to it," he continued.
"I would like to see it tried out — at Yale."
Comprehensive Finals Now Used
Prexy also pointed out that many colleges throughout the
country have included a comprehensive examination in the major
field given by a board of examiners selected from outside institutions. During the four years, the student has other examinations.
but the general test takes the place of the eighth-semester final.
Students must pass this test in the field of their concentration in
order to graduate.
Other factors are important. Stressing the need for first things
first, the Yale committee criticized extracurricular activities for taking the attention of the student away from his academic obligations.
"Deify the Unimportant"
Although the primary function of the college or university is
to educate through the disciplining of the mind, the value of extracurricular activities cannot be minimized. In its particular situation. Yak may be justified in its attempt to stop "the undergraduate zeal to deify the unimportant."
However, the committee should not begrudge the student his
right to develop interests outside the academic workshop. Good
students, the type Yale apparently sees, will place a value scale
upon studies and outside activities. The committee should make
clear it criticizes the emphasis placed upon extracurricular activities, not the activities themselves.
"Sink - or - Swim?"
Secondly, the lack of student maturity was deplored by the
committee. The big question here is, would placing the student
on his own for the first two years immediately following high school
correct this difficulty? Generally, a high school graduate spends
a full year maturing into the college situation. The "sink-or-swim"
alternative offered the college newcomer is hardly a fair one,
especially since many incoming freshmen admittedly are deficient
in preparatory work.
The present situation wherein the student makes up deficiencies during his first year with required courses, many of which are
repetitious and not on the college level, wastes much valuable time
for the well-prepared student. But cast into a vast sea of "topical
syllabi", could the rank-and-file student mature enough to float
his deficiencies or would he sink? Unless a "gentleman's C" system were established, a bad situation for American education, the
mortality rate would be considerably higher than the present.
Different Instruction Methods
In addition to these problems which seem inherently welded to
the proposal, instruction methods would have to be drastically revamped. The Yale faculty would have to assume great flexibility
under the demands of lecturing, tutoring, guiding, and conducting
seminars.
Is the Yale faculty willing to undertake this
responsibility?
All in all, the Yale committee's recommendations are extremely
interesting, but perhaps a little idealistic. The crux of the problem
centers on the student himself. Can the freshman student assume
the enormous responsibility thrust upon him? And after the report
has been studied by faculty members, will the plan be tried?
We're waiting, Yale.

Hello . . . Good-Bye
It's too bad publicity for the brief visit of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to the Bates campus and Lewiston was shrouded in mystery.
The gracious former First Lady suddenly appeared on the campus
Thursday afternoon, addressed the Citizenship Lab with little forewarning and then held a press conference in the Chase Hall lounge
with only a handful of students and members of the faculty
present.
The first notice of Mrs. Roosevelt's visit was received by the
STUDENT staff after last Wednesday's issue had gone to press.
We sincerely regret more students did not know of Mrs. Roosevelt's visit.

"TooLate The Phalarope"Portrays The
Tragedy Of Man In A Divided Africa
By Dr. Edwin Wright
It sometimes
happens
that
classroom mouthings about katharsis, tragic faults, and other
topics are
transformed
from
cliches to vital principles. Alan
Paton's Too Late the Phalarope
works just such a miracle.
From ancient times critics have

Mae Ttotc
Kerr is coming up . . . WVBC
broadcasted the Arthur Fiedler
Panel, transcribed, last Wednesday
night, and Walter Kerr's hourand-a-half talk is also on tape. It
will lie scheduled within the next
two weeks, so watch for it. Arrangements are also being made to
bring you a transcription of
"H.M.S. Jolly Roger" on WVBC
later on in the year.
British Broadcasting Corporation transcriptions have arrived ... be on the lookout
for posters announcing the
scheduling of such plays as
Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest" and
MoUere's "Tartutte" . . .
WVBC will also bring you
some Christmas plays in December in cooperation with the
British Broadcasting Corporation.
Shows that are of special interest this coming week: on Fridays,
Dave Wyllie brings you the adventures of Jack Hathorn, the AllBates Boy, on his program, "Sin"
at nine o'clock .... Roger
Schmutz keeps you up to date on
the sports at ten ... . Ginny Fedor
brings you readings and records for
"Just Thirty Minutes" at 10:30.
Don't forget classical music
from seven to nine o'clock on
Sundays, and from nine to ten
o'clock on Wednesdays ....
Paul Steinberg at the piano
each Tuesday at ten ... .
"Your Gal" at quarter of eleven
on the same night .... Bobby
Brown Wednesdays at ten . . .
And .... every night, from
nine to eleven, the best in campus entertainment on WVBC.

Letter To Editor

said that a hero must be a man of
moral stamina who struggles to
overcome a problem that involves
his significant weak spot. Seldom
in modern fiction do we find .■>
hero who arouses our pity and
fear as -Iocs Pieter van Vlaanderen, victim of both the internal
and the external forces that can
make life so tragic.
Phalarope Becomes A Symbol
Like Cry, the Beloved Country,
this is a story of South Africa, a
country tortured by ethnic, sociological, and political strife. The
novel brings into sharp focus the
African problems that we may try
to dismiss as just another headache for the United Nations. Even
the little phalarope becomes a
symbol of the contentious spirit
of the country when an Afrikaner
disturbs the peace of his family
over an Englishman's misstatement about the habits of the Af
rican bird named phalarope. "I'll
teach an Englishman to write
about our birds."
For Color, An Unbroken Code
On the other side of the barrier
are tne native Negroes. In suih a
society the "greatest and holiest
of all the laws" decrees that no
white must cross the color line
in sex relations; "if I break it and
am discovered," writes Pieter
the whole world will be. broken."
The inflexibility of that code
makes a white father assert tn.it
his offending son be hanged for
such a crime.
There lies the nub of Paton's
plot.
Paton approaches his story with
deep sympathy for Africa and for
his hero, Pieter van Vlaanderen,
who, we learn as early as page 3,
was "always two men".

The one was the soldier of the
war, with all English ribbons that
his father hated; the lieutenant in
the police, second only to the
captain; the great rugby player,
hero of thousands of boys and
men. The other was the dark and
silent man, hiding from all men
his secret knowledge of himself,
with that hardness and coldness
that made men afraid of him,
afraid even to speak to him."
To Tell Every Word
It was that "secret knowledge
of himself" that was the cause of
Pieter's undoing. The psychological blocks that Pieter set up for
himself could have been dissolve!,
even as Aristotle implied, by
some form of emotional release.
"I wanted to say, against temptation, I wanted to say against the
thing that tempts me, the thing I
hate; I wanted to tell her every
word, to strip myself naked before
her, so that she could see the nature of the man she loved, with
all his fears and torments, and be
filled by it with such compassion
as would heal and hold him forever."
Unfortunately he never succeeded in confiding to anyone the
personal urges and the domestic
and professional difficulties that
were driving him with the inex
orabieness of fate. And so he
drifted into that "loathing of himself too deep to be uttered."
"I Wondered At Myself"
Strange that Pieter should have
viola'ed his personal and tribal
prejudices about the color barrier.
As he wrote of himself, "How I
wondered at myself, that_ I who
shrank from any dirty joke, and
was fussy about my body and
clothes, especially my shirts and
(Continued on page five)
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Editor, The STUDENT:
Back-to-Batcs weekend is already
history for another year but before
it completely fades away I'd like to
express my gratitude to all Bates
men and women for the fine spirit
of cooperation which they displayed
throughout the weekend.
It was excellent student assistance
which made possible such outstanding events as the rally, the Gilbert
and Sullivan take-off, the post-game
coffee for alumni and guests and the
Back-to-Bates dance. It was complete student support which carried
out our weekend Chapel service and
Thorncrag Open House.
Alumni back on the campus for
this football-reunion weekend had
fun being with us and were especially impressed with the fine spirit
of support which we gave to our
football team from start to finish.
They were reminded that Bates
men and women have not changed.
They were reminded that our generation of eds and coeds is carrying
on the Bates tradition of loyalty to
team and campus camaraderie which
they knew when they were on
the campus.
CIRCULATION MANAGER* CraVe" **
Thank you, Bates men and woDorothy Boyce '55
men, for a top-notch Back-to-Bates
Faculty Consultant-John C. Donovan
weekend!
George Gamble,
Pr8
SSSStWMMSl^^LtfS*.^!
"' M ^^ '"""I'
, <nri! M p
Alumni Secretary. Auburn.
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Trib Forum Enhanced
By Speakers, Setting
Taking advantage of the increased perspective afforded by a
return to the Ivory Tower known
as Bates, the college's five representatives to the Herald Tribune
Forum, New Patterns for MidCentury Living, recently offered
some critical evaluations and observations regarding the affair.
Perhaps
the
most
generally
agreed-on aspect of the forum was
the sheer impressiveness of the
opening session. The setting of
the United Nations General Assembly gave special emphasis to
the theme of pattern for peaceful
change.
African Tensions
The male part of the Bates contingent, Jerry Handspicker, Rich
ard Weber and Professor Muller
concurred in the view that the

DRAPER'S
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Easy Terms

gsgg-ss UsgocaCa
50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241

Steckino Hotel
and Cafe
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?

unmistakcahle
tensions
in
the
panel "Nation Building in Africa"
made it a high spot of the forum.
On the one side was the representative of Great Britain, Kenneth Bradley, who advocated a
"go slow" policy on Africa nationalism while the people gain
competence. Opposing this view
Edward Blydne of Africa maintained what was really needed
was a faster pace and a policy
of "working with us — not for
us."
The implication of the second
session on design — as to
whether the uniformity in every
day life tend to suppress the individual — proved to be another
thought-provoking
question f o r
the Bates group. All representa
tives found the last session on
leisure time entertaining as well
as stimulating. Such people as
Margaret Bourke-White, a Life
photographer,
Grandma
Moses,
and George Gallup participated in
this session.
Sessions Somewhat Formal
Despite the all-over excellency
of 'he program, certain criticisms
were expressed. Weber complained about the fact that the sessions were not thrown open to
questions from the audience in
the same manner as a town meeting.
A
similar
criticism
was
voiced by Handspicker when he
said the sessions tended to be too
formal.
Appraising
the show as
a
whole, Weber called it well integrated with an abundance of
stimulating speakers.

SAVE!

From the how - to - open - your mouth - and - stick - both - feet - in at - once department . . . Bob Sharaf's chiding of the Class of '57 for
apathy and lack of class spirit resulted in keeping that doughty soul
up all last Monday night avoiding
the wrath of the freshmen. Fortunately for Bob, the frosh never followed up their cannibalistic chant of
"What do we eat? What do we eat?
Sharaf meat! Sharaf meat!"
No sooner had she stepped
from the car which transported
her to Saturday's Back-toBowdoin football game than a certain red-haired proctor from
Cheney house tripped and fell
sprawling to the ground in back
of Zeta house. It seems that the
young lady (whose initials are
Jean Cleary) had dropped her
petticoat! Welcome to Bowdoinlt
Smith Middle, justly proud of
their new touchdown hero, celebrated Danny Barrows' last second TD
clutch by hastily rigging up an unusual, blood red sign for the occasion. The words "Touchdown
Barrows" were illuminated by a flashing light all Saturday night.
Bebop talk has finally come to
Bates. Last week a junior music
enthusiast wandered into the library in search of a "Cultch"
reserve book.
"I would like Thucydides,"
said our hero.
"Thucydides is gone," replied
the unsuspecting librarian.
"Crazy Greek! I'll take two."
Goldfish seem to enjoy swimming
around in the bathtubs of Bates
girls' dorms. The inhabitants of the
Rand quadruple allow their cold
blooded pets to swim around regularly in the tuh. But, what about
those mysterious fish in a Wilson
house bathtub? For two days the
Wilsonites went without baths to
accommodate the mysterious visitors.
Spontaneous
regeneration
perhaps?
A sepulchral voice issuing
from the general direction of
the fog-swathed chapel boomed out over campus Hallowe'en night at 2 in the morning. Dramatically reciting portions of Macbeth appropriate
to the witching hour the mysterious
Bates "ghost" announced just before signing
off that Prexy was leaving for
India, and—amid mad cackles
— that the phantom, sometime would strike again.
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We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Frosh rebel to tune of "What do we eat? Sharaf meat! Sharaf mcatl"

Out Of The Quiet Of Haze
Day Eve, An Insurrection
By Don Gochberg
Out of the quiet of Haze Day
eve marched a column of sinister
figures chanting, "What do we
cat, what do we eat? Sharaf meat,
Sharaf meat!" This was no fretful
complaint
about
freshman
rules, but a full-blooded insurrection in which the neophyte class
asserted its rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of co-eds.

of our sturdy frosh were thought
prisoners of the Bowdoin band.

After a long and fruitless search
through
the
various
Bowdoin
sanctums and several long distance phone calls, the missing
men were reported to be back at
Bates. So Sharaf packed up Melville and the freshman rule book
and returned to the banks of the
Androscoggin in eager anticipaThat morning, after chapel as- tion of Haze Day.
sembly, Stu-C President Sharaf
had derided the frosh for their
lack of class spirit. They apparently took heed of the advice of
their elected leader.
After The Chants, An Effigy
At about 7 that night, the
sound of marching men and martial chants disturbed the cerebral
activity within
Coram
Library
and caused a mass exodus of
Parkerites. They beheld a group
of hooded unknowns (doubtless
Cominform
agents)
burying
Sharaf in effigy.

Pieter's Plight Basis
Oi "Phalarope" Plot
(Continued from page four)

handkerchiefs, should be tempted
by such a thing, for I notice a
man's and woman's nails, and I
shudder when a man clears his
throat and spits, and pulls a dirty
handkerchief from his pocket."
In the masterful telling of the
story, we are swept along by
empathy, frightened by the hostile
"watcher in the dark" and Pieter's resistless impulsion towards
the "one insensate act," the madness that forces him to "pursue
something so unspeakable," deaf
to the cries of "wife and children
and mother and friends and blind
to their danger, to grasp one unspeakable pleasure that brought
no joy." With more immediacy
than George Eliot, Paton succeeds
in driving home the truth that sin
breeds trouble for many besides
the sinner.

At that moment, the real Sharaf
entered the scene. After praising
the conspirators for proving the
vigor of their new found class
spirit, he asked them to disband.
His advice was followed by most
of
the
insurrectionists.
Some,
however, frustrated in their desire
for "Sharaf meat", settled for a
substitute
feast,
Richard
Melville, Stu-C vice-president.
Melville next found himself in
the little hamlet of Brunswick
town. He was soon rescued from
a long walk home by resurgent
upperclassmen. Sharaf was also at
the scene, requesting the lonely After The Act, A Condemning
The small wading bird known
sons of the Polar Bear to return
as the phalarope comes too late
several Bates frosh.
to be of service to Pieter. The
From All The Pubs
father, who forced Pieter to learn
These Bates men, boldly sport- about the bird, no sooner heard
ing Bowdoin beanies, had last of his son's indictment under Act
been seen on the Bowdoin campus 5 of 1927 when he crossed off his
after
abducting
Melville.
The name in the family Bible and
Bowdoin warriors naturally re- turned to what Paton calls the
sponded to this direct challenge "most terrible words that man
to their honor and issued forth has ever written and should not
from every pub in the vicinity. be in any holy book": "When he
After the ensuing fracas, several shall be judged, let him be condemned; and let his prayer become sin." (Psalm 109.)
You've Tried the Rest,
Perhaps, according to Paton,
Now Try the Bestl
the bird will come too late for
Africa, unless the unsympathetic
Courtesy
Quality
Service
rigidty that ruled in the van
Vlaanderen family gives way to a
force not mentioned but implied,
the spirit of the Sermon on the
Original Italian Sandwich
Mount. Paton's closing words are
268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145 an invitation to the "holy task of
pardon, that the body of the Lord
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
might not be wounded twice, and
virtue come of our offences."
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'Touchdown' Barrows
In Battle Of Goliaths

Yale may have its Yaeger, but
Bates has its Barrows.
Two years ago Yale added insult
There appeared in the October 28 edition of the Bowdoin
to
injury by inserting manager
Orient a most interesting and enlightening article written by one
Mr. "Robert M. Hurst '54, ORIENT Sports Editor". There is no Charlie Yaeger in the lineup and
doubt that this magnificent document will take its rightful place tossing an extra point pass to him
alongside the Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence and as the Eli's trounced the Cantabs.
This sounded the cail to arms for
Nathaniel Ward's masterpiece. The Poor Cobbler of Agawam.
old grads from both schools and reIn his column entitled "Polar Bearings", friend Hurst
sulted in more controversy than
makes reference to an article which appeared in last Tueseven Ted Williams could shake n
day's edition of the Boston Herald. The article was based
stick at.
upon a telephone conversation between Herald reporter Tim
A few years previous to this, the
Horgan and Coach Bob Hatch to get information for a series
same New Haven institution emof articles on New England football teams that Horgan is
ployed an extra point kicker par exdoing for his paper.
cellence in the person of little Billy
The major point of interest in the article concerns Hatch's Booe, a 128 pound perfectionist who
objections to the set state series schedule which finds Colby facing seldom missed in his avowed duty.
Bowdoin and Bates against Maine in the first game of state series This, however, was done in the day:
play every year, and ends up with battered and bruised Colby and of ihe two platoon system, unlimitBates elevens playing each other while bigger Bowdoin and Maine ed substitutions and specialists.
clash to decide series honors.
He Goes Both Ways
The Bobcats' Danny Barrows,
Objectively speaking, Mr. Hurst's article proves just two
however, is strictly a two way playthings — somebody at Bowdoin subscribes to the Herald, and
er. Because of his limited physical
Mr. Hurst is capable of reading it. Coach Hatch was merely
capacities. Danny hasn't played too
repeating what coaches before him, college officials at both
much bail this year for the Bates
Bates and Colby and newspapermen have been shouting
varsity. As a matter of fact, Satabout for years. Moreover, it was just one of the topics disurday s Bowdoin game v. as the first
cussed in the conversation and it was the newspaperman, and
action in actual play he has particinot Coach Hatch, who chose to emphasize it so much. I would
pated in this year.
like Mr. Hurst to point out any other athletic conference that
It didn't take him long to maki
plays exactly the same schedule in exactly the same order
his presence felt once he got in the
year after year after year. It just ain't done.
game though. Bates was in possesAfter berating "Bob Hatch, coach of the hapless Bates eleven"
sion of the ball around the Bowdoin
for coming forth "with a new set of excuses for the inability of
30 yard line with less than a minute
his team to win games in state series," Mr. Hurst comes forward
left to play when Danny entered the
with quite an interesting statement.
contest. On the first play. Danny
"If," says Mr. Hurst, "Bates OBTAINED some good ball play- was flanked wide to the right from
ers and developed them as they do at Bowdoin and Maine they his end position and threw a brush
wouldn't have to bring out the crying towel every year." That block on an incomplete pass play.
word "obtained" is ineed an interesting one. Further on in the The next play was very similar and
column, the writer offers his own views on why and how this is once again the pass went incomto be done.
plete.
Speaking of other sports in the college's well-rounded
Then with exactly two seconds
athletic program. Hurst states, "Bowdoin hockey and
left in the game, the Bobcats got off
swimming this year is going to have one of the poorest seasons
the last play of the contest. Quarin many moons as the ADMISSIONS OFFICE failure to GET
terback Bob Atwater got a direct
material for these two sports is beginning to show. What
pass from center, faded back and to
Bowdoin needs is about five ready-made stars each year in
his right and then let fly with a high
the freshman classes to keep the standards of these
arcing pass towards the left hand
sports up. This doesn't mean that Bowdoin has TO GO
corner of the end zone.
OUT AND PAY athletics to come to the school, but a little
Number Eleven Scores
more concentration ON WEANING AWAY READY-MADE
There were three Garnet and
ATHLETES from schools such as Williams and Amherst
White clad jerseys standing all
would help."
alone in a five yard area in that part
Our deepest sympathy must be extended to the poor admis- of the end zone, but all eyes were
sions department which failed to GET the approximately five on the slight individual wearing a
ready-made stars that Bowdoin so terribly needs for these two number 11 that seemed almost as
sports. Just a couple of things seem a little incongruous about this big as the wearer. With straining
statement. Earlier in his article, Mr. Hurst suggests that Bates arms he brought the sailing ball in
stop making excuses and "obtain" some good ball players so that and held on to it for a touchdown.
the school will be able to do battle with mighty Bowdoin. Yet,
Why all this fuss about the final
in the same article, he criticizes his own administration for not touchdown for the losing team in a
doing that exact same thing. There's an old proverb well known 38-13 ball game? Well, in the first
to all that "People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw place, there are very few players
stones."
who score on their third play in
Secondly, it would he interesting to hear Mr. Hurst give a
varsity competition. More than that,
clear picture of his particular type of weaning techniques. Of
there are few people of Danny Barcourse, Bowdoin would never do anything like going out and
rows' size who have the intestinal
buying some ready-made athletes. We have Mr. Hurst's
fortitude to even attempt college
word for that. Yet, according to the article, a definite effort
football.
must be made by the powers that he to "wean" this type of
As a matter of fact, Danny was
individual from schools such as Amherst and Williams.
so small in high school that he
Elucidate, please, Mr. Hurst.
didn't play football. He waited unOf course, it isn't the fault of either Maine or Bowdoin that til he came to college and had
Bates is in its present position as the ORIENT article is quick to grown up before he decided it was
point out. Rather, the situation is summed up very well in an- time to go out for the game of
other article which appeared last week, this one by Blaine Davis, giants. Then too, he decided, this
Sports Editor of the PORTLAND PRESS HERALD. Mr. Davis would be his last chance and he
put the whole thing in a nutshell when he expressed the belief wouldn't be getting any younger, or
bigger, for that matter. After all,
that, "It's mostly a question of numbers."
(Continued on page seven)
Using the figures which appeared in this article, it is inBy Roger Schmutz

deed easy to see why Bates has a hard time competing with
Maine and Bowdoin in any sport which is so much of a whole
team game as is football. Maine has approximately 1,475
males in its student body and non-coed Bowdoin has an enrollment of almost 800 men. Bates, on the other hand, lists
only slightly over 400 men, including 143 ineligible freshmen.
This year's senior class at Bates, for example, contains only
95 men, just 15 more than came out for freshman football at
Maine this fall. Quite a difference, isn't there?
Again, this is not to say that either Maine or Bowdoin arc
responsible for this situation. It is to say, however, that if the
series is to continue to be what its name implies — a state series
— the interest of all four teams should be served on an equal
basis and not be completely dominated by just a part of the group.

Bobcats And Mules Both
After First Series Win
By Norm Sadovitz
This Saturday, Bates College will
be looking for its first Series victory
against Colby College, Going into
the final game of the season, both
schools have the s.uue I 5 record.
Bates will be looking lor this final win to keep them out oi the
cellar in the Maine league, and lor
that matter. to will Colby. Wither
team lias looked too itnpu-..ive ibis

year. Colby has been plagued with
injuries ami this has hurt their game
considerably.
Bobcats Look Good at Start
Last week, the Bobcatl looked
good in the early momenta of the
game, but when Bowdoin Started al
ternating their second team with the
first, the ball game took on another
color. The White Mules do not have
the depth which Bates has encountered against Maine. Bowdoin,
Northeastern, and the University of
Mass. At last. Bates will be facing
an eleven in the same strained manpower situation. The second period
will find the opposing team just as
tired and worn as the Garnet, and
no second half romp will take place.
On paper, the Bates eleven looked
good at the beginning of the season. The backs looked good, and
so did the line, but on the field, it
was a different story. Why? No one
can say that Bates looked bad this
year. All one can say is that the
other clubs looked better with the
exception of Middlebury and Hofstra. This may sound paradoxical,
but actually it isn't. In the seven
game schedule, only two of the colleges can be compared with Bates in
size. What about the other five? It's
no secret that when a school has
three, four or even five times as
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many male students, it can afford a
better ball club, both financially and
numerically.
Maine Bowdoin Play Feature Game
Of course, the big game of the
season, as far as Series fans are
Concerned, is the contest between
Maine, with a record of 2 wins, 2
losses, and 1 tie, and Bowdoin, with
a season's score of 4 victories and 2
defeats. From here, it looks like any
man's ball game. However, Maine
might be slightly favored since the
I'Diversity will probably have just
enough manpower to edge out the
Polar Bears.
Mo ardent Bobcat fan needs to
be reminded of the thrilling upset win registered by Bates over
a highly favored Colby eleven last
year. The Garnet will field much
the same team that took the field
against the boys from Watcrville
a year ago and the team would
like nothing better than ending
the season with a win and making
it two straight over the Mules in
the process. For as far as the
Colby game is concerned — remember: Any season is a good
season when the home team beats
its arch rival.
All Wool Norwegian and Plain
SWEATERS - $8.95 up
Many new colors and designs
Van Heusen Sport Shirts
All Wool - Orion and Wool
Jerseys with Cotton . plaids,
checks, plain colors - $3.95 up

Tony Fournier's
"MEN'S - SHOP"
136 Lisbon St.

Tel 4-4141

RESTAURANT

40 Walnut Street

HOSIERY
STREET FLOOR

WPRPS
WARD BqQS
DIAL 4-7371

Bobcat...
Finish The Season
with a Colby Win
GOOD LUCKI

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street

SEAMLESS STOCKINGS THAT WEAR AND
WEAR AND WEAR . . . FROM 1.35 to 1.95
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Williams And St. Mike's WAA News Last Half Splurge By
Added To Basketball Card
Bowdoin Tops Bates

Two new teams are on the 195354 varsity basketball schedule announced by Director of Athletics
Lloyd Lux. St. Michael's College of
Winooski Park, Vermont, and Williams College of Williamstown,
Mass., have replaced Hofstra and
M.I.T, on this year's Bates' schedule. In addition, Northeastern will
be met in a home and home series
instead of the one contest meeting
of previous seasons.

came on with a year-end rush to
capture seven of their last eight
games.
Bobcats Go South

During this period, the BobcaU
will take their annual southern trip,
meeting Clark, Trinity and Northeastern on successive nights. W'l
lianis, Providence, St. Ansehn's,
Northeastern again and the concluding round of state series play
complete what is undoubtedly one
All in all, the Bobcats will play of the toughest court schedules ever
24 games, one .more than last year, put together for a Bates five.
including 11 home contests and 14
Of the eleven home dates, two W
tilts on enemy courts. The club will
engage in six contests before scheduled for Friday evenings and
Christinas vacation, opening the an equal number for Saturdays. By
season on December 4 at home a wierd twist of the schedule,
against the traditionally strong weeknight games are fare more nu
merous than weekend tilts this
Brandeis Judges. After a home and
home series with New Hampshire, year, with three contests being set
the Garnet hoopsters will swing for Mondays and tour more for
into the first of three rounds in state Wednesdays.
series play.
Hoopsters Face Packed Schedule
Eight games are scheduled for
the three-week period between the
end of Christmas vacation and the
beginning of
mid-term
exams.
Highlight of this group is a twocontest trip to Vermont to face the
state university and St. Michael's.
The second round of state series
play is also set for this period.
Apparently
remembering
th e
phenomenal success of the Bobcats'
late season efforts last year, Mr.
Lux has scheduled no less than 10
games after the end of mid-term
exams. Last season, the Garnet
courtmen won only six of 15 contests during first semester play, but

The schedule:
Brandeis
Dec. 4
U.N.H. (away)
Dec. 5
U.N.H.
Dec. 7
Bowdoin (away)
Dec. 9
Colby (away)
Dec. 12
Maine
Dec. 16
Vermont (away)
Jan. 6
St. Michael's (away)
Jan. 7
Amherst
Jan. 9
Colby
Jan. 11
Bowdoin
Jan. 13
Maine (away)
Jan. 16
Gorham State
Jan. 20
Jan. 22 Farmington State (away)
Clark (away)
Feb. 8
Trinity (away)
Feb. 9
Northeastern (away)
Feb. 10
Williams
Feb. 12
Providence
Feb. 15
St. Anselm's (away)
Feb. 17
Northeastern
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
Maine
Colby (away)
Feb. 27
Mar. 2
Bowdoin (away)

TOUGH, LONG-WEARING
PLASTIC SOLES
Extremely fast
and durable...

Advance ticket sales for the
Colby game will be made in the
athletic office of the Alumn Gym
this week. Tickets for the game
may be purchased up to five o'clock
tomorrow afternoon from
Miss
Soule. Classes will be shortened 10
minutes each to allow students who
wish to make the trip to Colby ample opportunity to get to Watcrville
before game time.
General instructions involving the
purchase of tickets are as follows:
1. Student tickets may be purchased for $1.00 from the athletic
office. They will not be on sale at
Colby the day of the game.
2. All $1.00 seats will be in the
students' section.
3. Student season books must be
presented at the time of purchasing
the ticket and at the Colby gate.
4. No exchange or refund on
tickets can be made after they have
been purchased.

Modern Cleaners

"Easiest in the world to ski on," says
Hannes Schmid,* famous international star.
"Spalding is leading the field in quality
and workmanship."

See the big 1954 Spalding Ski Parade at your
favorite ski shop - Top-Flite, Continental,
Air-Flite and many more in a complete
range of prices.

Notice

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Withstands great
temperature changes

Other Spalding features: Patented interlocking edge construction with offset screw
holes. Shock-absorbing tip and tail section.

By Nancy Cole
The final week of the early fall
sports season is now underway
with the late fall sports, badminton and bowling slated to begin
Monday,
November
9.
Alice
Araee is season manager, Joan
Smith is in charge of ibadminton,
and Madaleine Beaulieu will supervise bowling. This season will
run until Christmas.
The Halloween Party was held
in Rand Gym Thursday night.
Various booths offering caricatures, apple dunking, fortune telling, dart throwing, and other
skill games were set up and
ghosts and goblins kept participants on their toes.
Make Constitution Changes
Constitutional revisions were discussed at the board meeting last
week. Sports eligibility rules which
have long been obsolete were
eliminated except for physical fitness qualifications. It was also decided to give more responsibility
to the season managers who arc
in closer contact with the board
than the individual sports leaders.
This year's Casco dates were
decided upon and information regarding these trips will be distributed by June Ryan, chairman
of this special event.

Campus Agents
RALPH VENA
MIKE DeSALLE

I

By Bob Lucas
Apparently, one of the four ofIn spite of an early game surge of ficials on the field signaled that
power the Bates Bobcats went Cosgrove had not made the necesdown to a 38-13 loss at the hands of sary footage, although the whistle
Bowdoin before a Homecoming had not been blown, and for the
crowd at Brunswick Saturday. In split-second when Chumbook and
the first period of the game the Marco DeSalle released their grip
Bowdoin Polar Bear was unable to on Cosgrove, who was being held
get the ball out of its own territory, almost perfectly upright, the Bowand on the .first play of the second doin quarterback fell across the
period, Bob Chuiubook broke the line. The referee then raised his
scoring ice, tallying six points for arms signaling the touchdown and
Bates on a ten yard jaunt off his at the same time one of the other
own right tackle. Ralph Froio then officials blew his whistle. At first,
place-kicked a beauty to give Bates the Bates players were unaware that
an early lead of 7-0. However, the the TD had been scored, but when
Bowdoinites came back strongly in the referee set the ball down for the
the remainder of the second quarter, extra point play, the entire eleven
tallying twice to make the half- men began arguing violently. In
time score 13-7. Bowdoin picked up true official fashion, at least Bates'
two touchdowns in each of the third officials, the four men in striped
and fourth periods, while the Bob- shirts stuck to their guns and ruled
cats garnered their second TD with six points for Bowdoin. Dick Bar
but two seconds to play in the game. ton and Larry Hubbard then proThe first Bobcat touchdown was ceeded to block the kick.
set up early in the game when Bob
To most observers who were
Dunn intercepted a Bowdoin pass close to the play, the call definitely
and carried to the Polar Bear 24 seemed to be a bad one, for Cosyard line. Then Herb Morton took grove's forward motion .vas stopped
the ball to the five where the Bow- and he was actually being driven
doin line dug in and held. The ball backward, when the racklers reexchanged hands, and unable to get laxed at the order of an unidentified
out of the hole, Bowdoin elected to one of the officials.
punt. Taking over on their own 40,
Bates was unable to move in three Homeclub Pulls Away
From this point on in the game
plays, but with fourth down and in
punt formation, Chuiubook sailed the Bobcats semed to weaken pera 25 yard pass right in to the arms ceptively. A Bobcat error set up the
of Dave Higgins for first and ten on next Bowdoin touchdown. Forced
the Bowdoin 27. Chuinbook went back to their own four yard line, by
for three yards on a plunge, follow- an illegal receiver downfield penalty,
ed by a Higgins to Morton pass to the Bobcats with fourth and twenty,
the thirteen. The first period ended thought it was third down, and
after the next play, when Higgins passed from the punt formation inhit Chumbook with a pass to the stead of the obvious kick situation.
Chumbook's pass to Higgins fell innine.
complete
and Bowdoin took over
Chumbook Scores
The first play of the second or. the Bates five. Then, after an experiod saw Chumbook toting the change of fumbles, Coukos carried
mail into the Bowdoin end zone for over for the score, and Dyer's kick
six Bates points. Froio's kick then was wide of the mark.
The Bates players, bv this lime,
raised the scoreboard total to sevenwere completely tired out, while
for the visitors.
On the kick-off, Bates used a Bowdoin kept a steady line of retricky short kick, with the ball go- serves running on and off the field
ing just a hair ovtr the required of play, and the freshness showed
ten yards, and the right side of the jp with fcur Bowdoin touchdowns
Bobcat line fell on the live ball to in the second half.
gain possession for Bates. The play
From a strictly sentimental point
backfired, however, when, on the of view, one of the highlights of tt<e
first play, Herb Morton fumbled game came with less than a minute
into the hands of Bowdoin's Fred left to play when, with both sides
Coukos. Bowdoin then preceeded, in playing with reserves, Coach Bob
four running plays, to move the bal' Hatch sent in little 122 pound Dan
to the 17, and passed to the five. Barrows as an end. On the third
From here with first and goal, three play of his Bates football career,
line smashes netted about four and and with two seconds remaining in
lalf yards, leaving the ball on the the game, Danny hauled in an At
two-foot line with one down left. water pass for the final score of the
Bowdoin's Jack Cosgrove called a game.
•
quarterback sneak, and when the
One of the more disheartening asmen were unpiled, there arose one pects of the game was an injury to
of the biggest rhubarbs seen at a Dave Higgins. With the possibility
Bates game this year.
of a fractured hand, the first stiing

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

•memh.r Spalding advisoty ilatf

SPALDING
SETS THE PACE IN SKIING
get your copy FREE
"Mow to Coro for Your Skis"
coatliol helpful hint! on skiing
exercises, wsxing instructions sod
ski etiquette. Address
D.ptttA. 0. SPALDINO I IKOS, INC.
Chicop.., Most.

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

quarterback may not be able to play
next week against Colby.
Statistics-wise, t he game was a
lot closer than the score indicated.
The total offensive figures saw
Bowdoin with 265 while Bates
racked off 218.. Bates garnered fifteen first downs to Bowdoin's ten.
Of 33 attempted passes, the Bobcats completed 13 for 169 yards
while the Polar Bears 6 of 11 passes
for 91 yards.

'Touchdown' Barrows
«#»»

INCORPORATED

(

*T'*#

CLEANSERS * FURRIERS

Call and Delivery

(Continued from page six)
most people don't grow much after
the age of 19. You see, Danny had
grown to all of 5' 8" and he did tip
the scales at an impressive 122
pounds.
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CrowdFills Armory As Klub Nite G. C- Chase Lecture Fund
Writer On Zionism
Mrs. FDR Raps Reds
To Lecture Tuesday
The following meetings will be

held Tuesday, Nov. 10:

(Continued from page two)
cause we signed a charter and set
up machinery. We must work for
peace even harder than we have
worked in war . . . The American people are an impatient one
and find this sense of uncertainty
hard to take. We might have to
live and work without ever seeing
the end of our anxiety, but that
does not diminish the importance
of our task.
"We are leaders in world affairs because the countries of the
world need help and we, by the
Grace of Cod. have something to
help them with. This gives us, as
the melting pot of the world, the
challenge to lead it. We have the
qualities and stamina to lead
through this confusion and must
develop the self-confidence in the
American people to full realiza-

tion of the responsibility of this
inescapable challenge."
"We Are The Government"
"We must study to meet the
problems which assail us today.
We can't put them off on the government because in a republic we
are the government."
Often times, the American citizen is not aware of the tremendously important task he is undertaking. A Japanese dignitary once
said
to Mrs.
Roosevelt, "We
watched our conquerors, saw your
principles in writing and liked
them, but we are a bit confused
because it does not seem you always live up to them."
"We arc painting for the world
the picture of a life in a democratic
society, and it must be a good one
for you cannot fight the fact of

Communism with ideas."

Bates To Tape L-PRecord
(Continued from page one)
a micogroove long-playing record.
Both were sold by the book store
and most, if not all. of the records
have been sold, Professor Smith
continued.
As yet, the tape recording equipment has not been purchased, but
all the audio equipment for the Gannett room except the loudspeaker
has been received by the college.
No definite date has been set for
the recording, but Professor Smith
noted that the records will be delivered within three weeks after they
are sent to the RCA Victor company.
Workmen have finished painting

the individual practice rooms PI Pettigrevi Hall. The rooms were scheduled for occupancy today. Pianos will
be placed in the larger rooms and
the smaller rooms will be used for
vocal or instrumental practice.
Tin- tiiree new drum majorette
uniforms wire purchased with finds
provided by the College club, Professor Smith said.
Dates for the Conceit cho r's
spring tour slated April 18-25 are
still open. Students knowing of organisations in their home towns
which might be willing to sponsor
this group are requested to see Professor Smith in his office, 101 Pe»
tigrew.

—-

The Gould International Relations club will meet at 7 p. m. at
1 Libbey Forum for a panel and
discussion on "The U. N. and
You", a resume of the place of
the United Nations in the world
today, together with specific plans
for actions that college students
may take in furthering the purposes for peace and security. Refreshments will be s?rved.
Zionism,
anti - Semitism,
and
Spofford club will hold an or- Jewish men of letters, as well as
ganizational meeting at Dr. Ed- general novels.
win Wright's home at 8:30 p. m.
In 1944. the Saturday Review
New members will be present of Literature awarded Samuel a
aiid their manuscripts criticized. prize for his book, The World of
Anyone wanting to join Spofford Shalom
Aleichem,
which
was
this semester is advised to get his considered the best contribution
manuscript in to Marilyn Skelton of the year toward improving
or Anne Sabo as soon as possible. inter-group relations.
Henry Glade, German professor
Among his books are You Genthis semester, will play records of tiles; I. the Jew; The Great HaGerman poetry at the meeting of tred; The Outsider; Beyond WoDer Deutsche Verein at Prof. man; and The Web of Lucifer, a
August
Buschmann's
home
at Novel of the Borgin Fury.
8:30 p. m.

Frosh To Nominate
Nominations for freshman class
officers will be taken from the
floor in the Chapel Monday, Nov.
1C. after the regular assembly
period, it was decided at last
Wednesday's Student Council
meeting,
Frosh men will also have until
that date to complete petitions
which will allow them to become
candidates for a Stu-C position.
Each candidate will be required
to secure 20 freshman
men's
names — with no one allowed to
sign more than two petitions.
Final plans were completed for
the Maine College Conference,
which is to be held at Bate.-.

(Continued from page one)

tive. will assist them. Ex-officio
members are Rayborn L. Zerby,
chapel director, and James V.
Maurice Samuel, no^ed novelist Miller, CA advisor.
and champion of interfaith relaFree To Students
tions, will lecture at 4 p.m. next
With this sum of $400 the
Tuesday to interested students.
committee
must plan a balanced
The place is to be announced at
series of lectures, music, and
a later date.
Samuct has published works drama. These programs are open
dealing with
Jewish
problems, free of charge to Bates students.

Sampsonville Wives
Will Have Bake Sale
Home-made cakes, pies, cookies,
and brownies will be on sale to students at a food sale at 3:30 p. m
Friday in the Ch'ise Hall basement.
The Sampsonville Wives' Club
under the direction of Mrs. Robert
A. Addison is raising money to purchase playground equipment for the
use of Sampsonville children.
An added feature this year will
be the sale of canned mints ii.d
peanut brittle. To introduce them
there will be free samples at the
'ale. 'I his candy will be for sale
throughout the year and can be obtained by calling Mrs. Ernest R.
Muller or Mrs. John Herrick.

Bass-baritone Cass ccnies to his
Bates recital with a long record
of achievements behind him. A
graduate of the Julliard School of
Music in New York, Cass first
performed as soloist dtider Robert
Shaw in Carnegie Hall. His operatic appearances both on tour and
the
leading roles in "Faust."
"Carmen,"
"Cosi
Tin
Tutte,"
"The Magic Flute." His recordings for RCA-Victor and Columbia
include
"Oklahoma"'
and
"The Desert Song."
Sponsored by Unusual League
A little-known agency, the National Music leage is icsponsible
for the rise of performers like
Case in the music world. Sponsoring 12 to 15 hopefuls a year, the
Lcagje secures their first bcokir.gs. Once they have become an
established name they are dropped
from the League to continue on
their own.
Dramatization of
Gilbert and
Sullivan scores, sketches from the
lives of the two collaborators,
and amusing incidents of performance will make up the program to
be given by Terry.
Included in the series last year
were a lecture by Poet Robert P.
Tristan) Coffin and the Marianne
Kncisel string quartet.

smoking
Camels
yourself!
Smoke only Camels for
30 days and find out why
Camels are first in mildness, flavor and popularity! See how much pure
pleasure a cigarette can
give you!

MEISTHANJ
AGREE
WITH
MORE
PEOPLE
AMY OTHER. CieARETT
E I
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